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Come forth unto the light of things,
Let Nature bC your teacher.

One impulse from a vernal wood
May teach you more of man,

Of moral evil and of good.
Than all the sages tan. IVordsworth.
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EDITORIAL
H ardhats at the capitol anthill
The hardhats have occupied the House
Chamber of the Legislature and it did our hearts
good to see it. The issue that brought them
storming in was the apparent failure of
O.S.H. A. to do its job in protecting the lives and
health of working people. More than a dozen
Cianbro workers killed trying to earn a living
offer mute testimony to the fact and it should not
diminish the O.S.H.A. issue to note that Cianbro
is a non-union outfit and the pet pussycat of
CMP contracts. We couldn’t sort them out but
we hope there were plenty of Cianbro employees
in that crew of one-time legislators.

The Maine

The O.S.H.A. thing is too important to pass
over. It is a classic example of a good idea turned
over to bureaucratic molesters. Small con
tractors, and workers are fined and harassed
while the big guys get a ceremonial slap on the
wrist. We’d like to see a new ending to an old
story. It would do our hearts even more good to
see some of those hard-hats risk being besmir
ched and occupy a few of those seats in the
legislature on a long term basis — by running for
them. At-a-way guy!

AND WHAT ABOUT CANADA?
Dear Pat and Ray,
How is the FOLKPAPER going?
I’m skeptical as to whether Maine’s million
total folks, with half or so not reading
periodicals at all, can support many weeklies . . .
I
feel strongly . . . about the need for alter
natives (alternative papers), but it will be awful
hard.
Here is a suggestion: The Atlantic Provinces of
Canada are in very dire need of alternative
approaches in journalism . . . Maine, with
exception of the far southwest of the state is
essentially a part of the Maritimes; or at least if
this isn’t whplly true there are lots of com
monalities. Both culturally and “ bioregionally”
Maine and the (Maritimes) are an identifiable
region.
But there is damn little cross the border
knowledge; ignorance of Canada is distressingly
characteristic . . . even here near the border.
The learning opportunities are great and there
are no bars to an international newspaper . . .
many common problems of Maine and the
Maritimes are treated anything but commonly
with there being almost no vehicles of focusing
the thinking of Canadians and Mainers
mutually.
Larry Lack
Steuben, Maine
Ed. Note. It seems to us it makes sense to
know and cooperate with your neighbors. What
Mr. Lack suggests has been under development
since issue One, on a slightly different approach,
however. Would anyone away in Canada like our
help and partnership in starting a FOLKPAPER
of the Maritimes?
Meanwhile on the homefront — The paper
goes well but, yes, it is a very hard business.
Besides plain old greenbacks our strongest need
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The volunteers listed for this issue assist with writing,
editing, graphics, photos, production, distribution and sales
of advertising. Their valuable time is donated because they
believe in the goals of the Folkpaper. Without their help
this issue would not be complete. As the Folkpaper grows
we will be able to pay ourselves as well as those who help.
In the meantime, however, we invite the donation of time
and money and the submission of manuscripts, poetry, let
ters, graphics, and photos. Material accompanied by a
stamped self-addressed envelope will be returned.

Cooking
"

GOHEALTH" Headed toward pots and pans

W EAK 1 T M

right now is people who would like to sup
plement their incomes and help the FOLKPAPER by selling ads regionally and by selling
and distributing the paper.
Dear Ray & Pat
My dad really likes the FOLKPAPER. It was a
nice present for him.
I
trust the FOLKPAPER is doing well? You
are doing a terrific job — I like it better than
either the MAINE TIMES or MAINE PAPER.
Your paper has such a good feeling about it.
. . how would you like this for your monthjly
views of Maine’s future column? My 4-H Club is
starting a future studies unit . . . let me know if
you’d be interested in the 4-H Club kids con
tributions. . .
Best of luck,
Kathi Kearney,
Lewiston

for variety in menu
from mother’s old standbys
she never liked to cook
not being able to match her mother
so I got my cooking experience early
I learned to make Tollhouse cookies
with just the right degree of graininess
(you use your hands, you use your hands)
jello with fruit was easy
whipped cream, gingerbread
biscuits, apple pie, sour cherry pie
from Elsa’s tree next door
by the time I left for college
meals were no problem
learned on the old electric
I could make teas,
high or low,
and complete turkey dinners
with fourteen courses
I’ve broken a case of eggs,
one in each hand,
and made salad for 400
its no task
but it was easier
on blue lineoleum
where I learned to cook
the fruits of my desire.
Kendall Merriam, Richmond
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‘T r i c k l e
D ow n”

Lullaby o f the Train
F o r the c h ild re n on th e M o n trea l to
B ro w n v ille Ju n c tio n ru n , C an ad ia n P acific
lin e, O c to b e r 2 1 , 1981, w h o n ee d ed
lu llab ies.

20/20

L isten to th e ro llin g o f th e w h e els
alo n g th e trac k .
L isten to th e w h istle ,
it’s a p ro m ise w e ’ll co m e b ack .
L isten to th e so ft so u n d s
o f v o ices n e a r an d lo w .
C lo se y o u r ey e s m y d e a r one
an d listen .
listen ,
clo se y o u r ey e s m y d e a r o ne
listen a n d y o u ’ll k n o w
the train is m ak in g m u sic
m u sic as w e g o .

Monthly V iew s orMaine’s Future

L isten to th e sw a y in g o f th e cars
th at m ak e th e train .
L isten to th e so u n d s th at
say w e ’re g o in g h o m e ag a in .
L isten to th e c h o ru s
the ro c k in g , lo n g train sings.
C lo se y o u r ey e s m y d e a r one
and liste n ,
listen.
C lo se y o u r e y e s m y d e a r o n e ,
listen an d y o u ’ll k n o w
the train is m ak in g m u sic ,
m usic as w e go.

T h is Is s u e :

A

G r e a t - g r a n d f a t h e r ’s V i e w

I see Maine o f the year 2020 through the eyes
of my grandson. I ’ve never really seen the state
except through his eyes. In a sense it is only
through him and others that I have cared for that
I have lived at all.
Because I care for the earth and because I
cared for him I see the best o f all possible futures
for M aine — what I would think is the ideal of
every whole person — o f course it is just my
view. A pastoral scene with all the advantages of
m odern science. G od’s country we called it when
I worked the mines in Pennsylvania. We had no
Bureau o f Mine Safety then. The comparing was
sparing of prop timbers. The cave-in put broken
ribs through one lung and spared the other for
silicosis. It was filled with dust.
Before coming to America I did a term as a
conscript (draftee) in the C zar’s army. A lot o f
my com panions (good fellows, really, when they
were full of beer and sausage or even when they
were starved, disciplined, frostbitten — a lot o f
them died in the Russo-Japanese W ar and it’s
always been a wonder to me. W hat was the
meaning o f it?

L isten to th e p u ll o f th e e n g in e ,
now do n o t fear.
I t’s a lu lla b y , lo v e
and y o u k n o w th a t I am n ear.
C lo se y o u ey e s an d sle e p , lo v e ,
w e ’re w a rm a n d c lo se a n d so
clo se y o u r ey e s m y d e a r o n e
and liste n ,
listen.
C lo se y o u r ey e s m y d e a r o n e ,
listen an d y o u ’ll k n o w
the train is m a k in g m u sic ,
m u sic as w e go.

I guess I have seen enough, more than a
lifetime’s worth really, o f dirty industries, bad
luck, prejudices, false promises, and greed all
teamed up against people’s most harmless,
hopeful dreams.
If there is a new way o f conducting our affairs,
it must be tried. We must set in our hearts what
men have always wanted and realize the old ways
o f struggling along alone, hungry for
reassurance, half understood will not do. I see
through my grandson’s eyes a Maine in the year
2020 o f free people — people free o f the ap
prehension of failure and the judgm ent o f their
communities, people free to speak with each
other o f real values. I see them dwelling in peace
— which is more than the absence o f war. I see
this because I perceive Maine people o f today
beginning to look at their state through the eyes
of their grandchildren.

Michael Krukausky

Pat Ranzoni, Bucksport
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TRUCKING THROUGH MAINE
series
in the works

HORSES, CATTLE & SADDLERY
BOUGHT AND SOLD
Bring this add and get
10% discount on merchandise in store.
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W eekend

Treat Yourself to a Complete Maine Weekend for Two — $105.
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Still in the works. . .for the Upcoming Issues.
A series on Trucking through Maine—
♦Getting started - the lessons o f schools and
hardknocks
♦The rigs and the men (and women) who drive
them - novices and veterans
♦The costs and hassles o f driving that “ ribbon of
ice’’
♦The rules and regulations and for that m atter
the deregulation of trucking
♦Life (and food?) at the truck stops
♦The independents - “ a wrench and a therm os’’
♦Smokie and the scales

Co

PENELOPES
WEB

134 Front Street, Bath, M aine
04530
Mon.-Sat. 10-5
(207 ) 443-2213

o'"

3Co

Arrive Friday evening, have a late snack, enjoy Saturday breakfast and dinner with us,
and Sunday breakfast or brunch before you leave. Fine food and drink, comfortable
accommodations. Cross-country and downhill skiing nearby. Spectacular scenery all around.

CAMDEN HARBOUR INN & RESTAURANT
60 Boy View Sr. Camden, Maine 04640 207-206-4200 Your hosts; Jim and Loureen Gilbert
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LA LOUISIANNE

'

Should taxpayer dollars b e used to advertise a p olitical can didate?
French speaking Maine residents may be
interested in catching up on the opinions and
doing of their Acadian (Cajun) counterparts in
the bilingual publication La Louisianne. La
Louisianne is published monthly and at last
report send free of charge to anyone in the U.S.
requesting to be placed on its mailing list. The
address: La Louisianne, P. O. Box 3936,
Lafayette, La. 70502. The following is a
Louisianne article of regional interest.

Stealing or “ misappropriating” for personal
use more than 15 00 dollars is a felony. Lionel
Cote, past director of Maine’s Civil Emergency
Preparedness was fired, a career ruined, over a
question of a few hundred dollars. He was laten
proven innocent in court but not restored to his
position — one in which everyone but CMP
seemed to think he was doing a good job. No one
in the Maine press seemed to be able to really rise
to Cote’s defense as they did (rather gloriously)
to protect Judge Vincent McCusick who ac
cepted a 1,000 dollar donation in the name of
State of Maine in order to entertain judges wives
at a convention, thereby he said, building up the
judiciary “ brotherhood.”
The AX man in Lionel Cote’s case was none
other than Governor Joseph Brennan. A recent
flurry of ads including the back cover of Down
East magazine (price $1,500.00) placed by the
State Development Office with taxpayer dollars
are supposed to promote Maine. The ads feature
a full page Hollywood portrait of Joe Brennan
with just an inch and a half left at the bottom for
text.
The text begins “ Maine Governor Joseph E.
Brennan pledged that economic development
would be his highest priority. It has become the
hallmark of his administration. Only at the end
of the ad are Mainers themselves given a kind
word for their strong work ethic. The remark is
contained in a quote attributed to — readers by
now aren’t surprised — Joseph E. Brennan.
It remains to be seen if voters will appreciate
paying through taxes for what many see in an
election year as political campaign expenses.

Vacances a la
ferme au Quebec

Papal Study - N-W ar M eans End
of Hope for H um anity

La Fe'dEration des Agricotours du Quebec et le
ministbre du Loisir, de la Chasse et de la Peche
vous invitent 'h decouvrir le charme de vacances'a
la ferme au Quebec.
Cent fermes d‘hebergement, 75 residences
secondaires et quelques amenagements de
camping forment le rEseau d’Agricotoursset sont
r^partis sur l’ensemble du territoire du Quebec.
Des vances \ la fem e, c’est prendre le temps
de vivre, d’apprEcier la simplicite’. On longe aver
l’agriculteur et sa famille, partage leurs repas et
si on le desire, participe aux travaux de la ferme.
C’est aussi une foule d’activities "a la portee de
toute la famille: pique-nique, baignade, peche,
Equitation, bicyclette et sans oublier, la rEcolte
du foin durant la saison estivale.
Une revue annuelle, (Sejour'h la ferme,) fait
etat des diffErents programmes de la Federation
et de leurs tarifs de meme que de la liste des
fermes de son resau d’hEbergement. Pour
reserver ou obtenir la revue (Sejour & la ferme,)
veuillez ecrire &: Agence de voyages agricotours,
inc., 525, Avenue Viger, MontrEal, Quebec, H2L
2P1, Canada.
For our English only readers — The Province
of Quebec is promoting a variety of Family Farm
vacations in the province with both boarding and
camping arrangements. Wouldn’t it be in
teresting to vacation on a Quebec Farm? The
address for information is at the end of the
article. You may write in English!

Study Outdoors!

“Recent talk about surviving or even winning a nuclear war must
reflect a failure to appreciate a medical reality99
A report by a study group of the Pontiical
Academy of Sciences made public at the Vatican
December 23 concluded that “ the only hope for
humanity is the prevention of any form of
nuclear war.”
The papally-sponsored study group composed
of 14 scientists from six countries said “ Recent
talks about surviving or even winning a nuclear
war must reflect a failure to appreciate a medical
reality: Any nuclear war would inevitably cause
death, disease and suffering of pandemonic
proportions and without the possibility of ef
fective medical intervention.
Typically, a metropolitan area struck by a
nuclear weapon could care for less than one
percent of those suffering severe injuries. A
typical burn case, the report said, could require
over a thirty day period in excess of 140 liters of
(blood) plasma and 140 liters of red blood cells.
In addition, the case could require six or more

skin graft operations.
The scientists admitted they could not discuss
“ security issues with expertise” but added that if
. . . leaders have based their strategic planning
on mistaken assumptions concerning the medical
aspects of a nuclear way, we feel we do have a
responsibility.”
The report stressed that the medical com
munity would be impotent to offer any
“ meaningful response” to a nuclear attack. “ If
we remain silent, we risk betraying ourselves and
our civilization,” it said.
Scientific delegates representing the Pope
carried the report to political leaders in
Washington, Moscow, Paris, London and the
United Nations. Among national heads of state
who received the delegations were President
Ronald Reagan and Soviet President Leonid
Breshnev.
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RR #78 Box 1, Unity, ME 04988-9502
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GULF ^ MAINE
? BOOKS
61 Maine St.,
Brunswick
- an alternative b ook store -

W h a t in the hell is a M egaton?
With armament-disarmament talk flying back
and forth we often hear talk of megatons of
nuclear weapons — a one, two, ten magaton
weapons. Together the United States and the
Soviet Union boast some 80 thousand nuclear
warheads totaling thousands of megatons. But
what in the hell is a megaton?
Mega means big or many. We modern folks
use it to mean a million. Megawatts are millions
of watts (of electricity). Megatons are millions of
tons.
B,

COLLEGE
IN M A I N E

Tons of what?
In the case of nuclear weapons — millions of
tons of T.N.T. (high explosive). A two megaton
bomb equals the explosive force of two million
tons of T.N.T.
In 1980, President Carter gave us a graphic
layman’s description: A railroad train of boxcars
stretching from New York to San Francisco,
every car filled with T.N.T. That is one megaton.

Healing Arts
visualization techniques/- *?
acc up res sure

72 Front Street, Bath, Maine
207-443-3733
Silvia Young
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Another Tim e & P lace
by Carroll E. Gray
D A N C E C A L L S A N D ST E A M W H ISTLES
There are many things that interest me very
much, horses — work, driving, or riding; steam
engines, farm tractors and equipment, sawmills;
trains — especially passenger trains headed by a
steam locomotive, are only a few off the top.
One of the biggies would be a steam tug boat.
When I worked for Lew Perkins, Milton
Barter lived next door and he had to retire as
engineer aboard a tug for the Boston Sand &
Gravel Co. Milt would talk steam engine as long
as I’d listen and I can’t remember who quit first
— Milt or I. Some of his talks remained with me
and during the early part of the war I worked at
Samples Marine Railway when the Seguin was
hauled out for repairs. Clayton Barter was
manager of the Railway and I worked on the old
tug. The boiler had new tubes installed and I
worked on the engine at that time. As the job
came close to the end the crew arrived: Capt.,
engineer - fireman, cook and mate. Kenneth
Barter was time-keeper and one day he was
watching me work on the engine he asked which
cylinder developed the most power - the large one
or the small one. I told him that they were both
the same. The chief was quick enough to correct
me — that the high pressure cylinder developed
more than the low pressure — everyone knew
that. We had quite strongs words back and forth
and he reminded me that he had the license to
operate and he should know. To this day I’ll
never know how he ever got his license with this
fact escaping him.
When the Seguin was launched she leaked so
bad that the portable pumps had to be started
every twenty minutes to keep water out of the
engine. I fell heir to this job — start the pumps
and pump her out and then wait for twenty
minutes. I stood watch on her for 84 continuous
hours before someone came to relieve me. The
cook was aboard and I didn’t stand short on
food and it was the best. Hot biscuits that were
so light you had to hang on to them until you
could get a big slab of butter to hold them down.
Ship Mate stove with coal fire also boiled a pot
full of water for the best cup of coffee in New
England.
One Sunday the owner, Mr. Clyde B. Holmes,
from Belfast, brought his wife aboard. The crew
had the day off and I was alone for the day. Had
to get my own meals, so I hailed a passing
fisherman and bought a mess of lobsters. Mr.
and Mrs. Holmes and myself had a wonderful
feed with what I could find plus those lobsters.
As long as the tug was at the Railway Mr.
Holmes never gave up trying to hire me to ship
on her and I often wished I had but I was on the
President’s list for the war.
My wife shares many of my heart throbs and
lucky for me. I visited the Seguin while she was
still steamed up in Belfast. We got permission
and went aboard and looked her all over. Since
there was another steam tug being used she was

kind of overshadowed by the Clyde B. Holmes
— the last steam tug on the Atlantic seaboard.
She has a thousand H.P. triple expansion engine
and she’s a beauty — retired now — too ex
pensive to operate. I went out on the Holmes
once to dock the State of Maine training ship at
Castine. Most of the time I spent in the engine
room but the Captain invited me up to bridge
and I enjoyed a visit with Captain Doak. He told
me that he preferred steam over deisel power in
many ways — that he could get five R.P.M. on
the shaft for slight power when needed.
The very last time the Seguin was under steam
in Belfast I was aboard when she left the dock for
a short run out pf the harbor. Her picture came
out in Down East magazine and I was standing
outside the engine room looking up at her stack
watching the black smoke resulting from a poor
fire.
1 belong to two railroad clubs. The 470 R.R.
Enthusiasts of Portland, and the Wolfeboro
R.R. of Wolfeboro, New Hampshire. I try to get
over to Wolfeboro at least once a year to ride the
train. The first time we went down I got a ride in
the cab of the beautiful Baldwin locomotive no.
250.
If it wasn’t for distances involved, I seriously
consider the offer of the job to fire that little
engine. Those club members and crew of the
train are among the most friendly that I’ve ever
met. You need tell them your name only once
and they all remember.
One weekend we enjoyed a square dance down
there, stayed over night in a nice cabin with
cooking facilities, rode the train and had a nice
cruise on the Lake Winnipesaukee. We found
prices to be lower than at home so we’d take
advantage to save money and to help defray
some of our expenses. A nice way to celebrate
Pat’s birthday and our granddaughter still
speaks of it.
Dwight Smith is general manager of the
Conway Scenic Railway and at one time he was
editor of the newsletter put out by the 470
Railroad Club. He came up with a trip that was
very interesting and I think that it could still be
taken. We were up in Brownville junction and
inquired about reservations on the passenger
train that runs from St. John N.B. to Montreal,
Quebec. It happened to be one of two stations on
the run where you could get reservations right
then and he advised — even urged us because
sleeping accommodations could be sold out. We
had wanted Linda to go but up until the last
minute she was wishy-washy about the whole
thing so we got sleeping quarters for two. We
had a square dance callers’ name to contact in
Montreal as we wanted to square dance on Sat.
night. At the last minute Linda decided to go so
we left for Portland. We left our car and boarded
the Prince of Fundy for Yarmouth. Arrived at

come in and browse

We give tasting parties
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Yarmouth, took the train to Digby- (even invited
to ride up front with the engine man) took a cab
to the Princess of Acadia for St. John, N.B. A
short cab ride from the ferry took us to the
station and we didn’t wait long to board. Supper
was served and the train departed soon after. It
was almost bad weather — occasional rain or
snow and there was a dome car in the train. Since
our quarters had only two bunks, Linda had to
sleep on the floor. I spent as much time as I could
in the dome car — beautiful with snow along the
right of way.One man spent the whole night in
the dome car — the train was nearly sold out. He
saw five deer and what he took to be a bear cross
the right of way in the snow. (I didn’t see
anything except beauty.)
We arrived in Montreal and I called the
number that Howie had given me. He told me
that we were in luck. There was a special dance
celebrating Guy Falkes Day. One dance that I’ll
never forget! The caller had a limey accent even.
Les Heaps called dances that we loved at the
Merry Barn. A huge table with refreshments —
each one English and labelled. And to top it off
by dancing that evening we qualified for the Guy
Falkes badge which will always treasure. I’ve
been going to Howie’s class in the Congo Church
and wore the badge one night. As many times as
I’ve worn it there is only one person who knew
who Guy Falkes was. Ruth Chesebro rattled off
facts and dates as though she’d learned them.
We stayed over night in an old hotel that was
full of Indians (from India). Some of those
women and children were the most beautiful that
I’ve seen and the children seemed to have such
good manners. The subway system was called the
Metro. Those cars travelled fast but of all things
that impressed me most.was the cleanliness of the
whole underground system — there were miles to
walk without ever seeing one match or piece of
paper.
*
We left Montreal Sunday morning by Blue
Line Bus through Vermont and into Portland. I'
had whiskey purchased aboard ship that was
supposed to be duty free and the Customs man
had never heard of the Prince of Fundy. He
conceeded that if I’d bought it aboard the
Bluenose, I needn’t pay duty — another officer
got me off the hook. The custom officer gave
Linda her first experience, not serious. We
arrived in Portland and I walked down the hill to
the Parking area to pick up my Falcon —
someone had broken a bottle back of my rear tire
and I had to change soon after leaving Portland.
Would like to take the same trip around the fifth
of November.

MINERAL
SPECIMENS
FOR EVERY
PURPOSE

CUSTOM
JEWELRY

Largest Selection of Fine Wines-Cheeses-Beers-Gourmet Delicacies
We prepare and package picnics, lunches, dinners, parties and buffets, for 2 to 200.
M-S 9am to 8pm Sun noon - 8pm
Union St. at the head of the Harbor
Boothbay Harbor (207)633-6244
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Route 27 — Boothbay
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G ovt, w ild life survey:
Sportsm en k n ow m ore
about w ild life
than m ost A m erican s
Turtles lov ed m ore than cats
When it comes to decisions regarding the
future of wildlife, wildlife management and
conservation, should John Q. and Priscilla
Public be consulted? “ Maybe not’’ suggests a
recent study prepared by Stephen Kellart of Yale
University. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
sponsored study based on interviews with 3,107
adult Americans finds them abysmally ignorant
about wildlife and even less in touch about
conservation.
No wonder, with most Americans responding
that they gained their “ knowledge’’ of animals
mostly at the zoo or on television. Three out of
four incorrectly labeled coyotes as an endangered
species. One in ten knew that raptors were birds
of prey and not insects.
Knowledge of domestic animals was also fairly
thin. Close to half thought veal came not from a
calf but from lamb.
Fourteen and a half percent of those surveyed
said that they had “ hunted’’ within the last two
years, 45% had “ Fished,’’ 25% had birdwatched. While these groups reasonably knew
more about wildlife than other groups, they also
showed a wide range of attitudes toward wildlife
with some surprises. Fishermen showed a more
“ humanistic’’ afection for wildlife than hunters

Energy and environment
teach-in
A “ Teach-in’’ entitled, Maine Energy and
Environment has been scheduled for February
26-28 at Memorial Hall, the University of Maine
at Orono.
The ‘teach-in’ sponsored by the Maine Energy
and Environment Alliance will feature
workshops, films, speakers and exhibits on a
wide range of topics including, oceans and
coastal development, agriculture, forestry,,
mining, pesticides, air and water pollution,
wilderness and wildlife, nuclear power, Maine
government, Native-American rights and
struggles and international environmental issues.
The teach-in will begin Friday, Feb. 26 at 1
p.m. with various events scheduled through 4
p.m. Sunday Feb. 28. Registration is free.
Persons who have an interest in any of the topics
listed above are urged to contact: Arthur Pritzker or Tom Smith, Maine Energy and
Environment Alliance, OCB Office, UMO
Memorial Union, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine 04469.

Edie Doughty
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Aladdin Lamps, heaters and parts
Atlantic Cast Iron Stoves, cook and parlor
Buck Knives — Swiss Army Knives
Select Cookware, enamel, day, stoneware,
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iron, stainless steel, Sabatier cutlery
PINE PITCH

I Two-man
Saws

SHEPARD
HARDWARE
Main Street
Ellsworth Maine

667-8675

C onservation .cheapest w ay to go
‘T Z a t l i
C y c le ^ g k L y
Mon.-Sat. 10-6
Friday 10-8

737 Washington St. in Bath
442-7002

In the serene setting of...

Mountain View Farm
X-Country Ski Touring Center
Maple Ridge Road, Harrison, Maine
• 50km of groomed cross-country trails
• Ski Equipment Rentals
• Ski Instruction
• Snack Bar
• Restaurant
• Overnight Accommodations
Season passes on sale at Touring Center
Restaurant open 7 days a week
5 till 9 pm
Beer & Wine

In s tru c tio n in V o ic e ,
Piano, G u ita r and D u lc im e r

96 Court St„ Auburn
782-0638

Poly sheeting &
winterizing
stuff

wax, gaiters, boots, bindings
scrapers, corks, back packs
fanny packs, poles, torches klister

e ig h ty-eig h t
s trin g guitar

Clothing and accessories
from 1890’s to 1960’s
Jewelry from all periods Collectibles

Snow & Nealley Axes and Wood Tools

H igh Q uality
Wood an d Fiberglass X-C Skis

who tended to see wildlife as a food resource.
According to Asst. Secretary of the Interior*
Ray Arnett, quoted in the New York Times,
“ There appears to be a significant lack of un
derstanding . . . about things of great im
portance to the future of wildlife conservation
and management . . . the public is not prepared
to make informed decisions about . . . wildlife
problems and controversies that we will un
doubtedly face in the remainder of this century.
Besides sportsmen and birdwatchers, high
scorers were those with higher education (they
also showed more concern) and residents of the
West Coast and Alaska. New Englanders did
about average. Residents of the South scored
lowest.
Those surveyed were also asked to name
“ favorite’’ animals. Top favorites ranked in
order of preference were dogs, horses, swans,
robins, butterflies and trout. Cats came in before
ladybugs but just after turtles at 12th place in
popularity. Whales, despite all recent publicity,
ranked only 16th.

Orphan Annies

Our Touring Center and Snack Bar

open

THINK SNOW
For further information...583-4820
We w elcom e the chance
to h ost special functions.
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An investment of 1.6 million dollars in electric
water heater insulation will save about 7 million
dollars in future power plant construction ac
cording to the Bonneville Power Administration.
B.P.A., a federal power marketing agency,
good as its word, is under contract to reimburse
Seattle City Light 32 dollars for each water
heater they wrap for as many as 50,000 Seattle
residents. Seattle City Light will also hand out
500,000 energy saving shower heads for the
B.P.A. adding to savings for Washington state
customers in short term bills and long term utility
investment costs.
Question: Why not Maine?

D id you miss this?
Solar p ow ered b a lloon
crosses English C hannel
f§
i
, August 23, 1982. A hot-air balloon held aloft|
§§ only by solar energy crossed the English Channel
;j piloted by 37 year old engineer Julian Nott. Nott j
also holds the world hot air balloon altitude |
record.
The balloon has a double envelope consisting f
of a black inner layer to absorb heat from the sun \
|| and a transparent outer skin to trap the heated j
:air which provides the bouancy after a con-1
j|ventional lift off with a blast from a propane!;
heater. The flight marked the opening of the |
I Solar World Forum at Brighton England. A j
|| second feature of the Solar Forum was a 100% |
§ photovoltaic cell powered aircraft which has also |
crossed the channel.
i

DYNAMIC M ATURITY

N e w E n v iro n m e n ta l
A s s o c ia tio n fo rm in g

A Monthly Column
by Agnes Quinn Tierney

If we, the aging, are lonely it is because we
are locked into our aloneness. W e feel the re
jection of society because we are old, and
daily absorb the m edia’s message that we are
helpless and dependent. The easy-out for
many is to withdraw and accept without com 
ment the services offered to elders that treat
us as children.
We can ward off this desire to lean by
drawing on our inner resources which have
accumulated from many decades o f living ex
periences. M aggie Kuhn, an activist for the
aging encourages us to start with a pencil and
paper and draw a (life) line. At one end you
put your birth year (mine is 1916,) the year
when history began. On the other end of the
spectrum put the year you think you are going
to die. Mine is 2001. The mention of death
should not shock elders because we are very
aware it is ahead of us. Somewhere along the
line put a notch where you are now. Then,
there are two very important question to ask:
what have you done with your life so far, and
what are you gong to do with the rest of your
life. W hat accomplishments do we plan for
the years we have yet to live.
If we can control our thoughts, then we can
control our feelings that come from these
thoughts which should pull us out of the
morass of the past. To borrow a phrase from
the coke ads “reach out and touch som eone.”
Make friends with a neighbor, not only be
cause she needs a friend but because you do.
Read Sylvia Porters’ syndicated column in
the newspapers for an inside W ashington
view o f the rearranging of funding priorities
for Social Security, M edicare and other ser
vices to elders. She urges us to write to our
Congressman — the person we put into office
H with
wi our vote.

When it is known we have retired from the
active business world we are counselled to
‘keep b u sy .’ This always annoys me because
it suggests a round o f bingo luncheon meet
ings, needlecraft and ceramic groups. I put in
a lot of time at the exercise salon and swim
ming pool to help me keep physically fit. For
tunately, I haven’t been put off by older
people who tell me “at your age it can’t be
done” because I have taken off many inches
and pounds and like the person I see in the
mirror. However, we are not urged to get in
volved in policy making decisions that effect
our age group, and using our mind can offer
a challenge.
Why not become more knowledgeable
about the expenditure of millions of dollars
allocated by M aine state and area agencies on
aging that effect our age group. It will engage
our minds.
The top state agency is the Bureau of
M aine’s Elderly and then the Committee on
Aging, both in Augusta. Then there are five
area agencies that cover the whole state. If
you do not know your area agency on aging
call the Comm ittee on Aging (1-800-4521912) for the name of the director, the phone
number and address so you can phone or write
for information on their monthly meetings.
All meetings are open to the public, and they
may be happy to have interested observers.
These meetings can be informational, and J
offer an opportunity to become involved,
which doesn’t mean becoming hooked on
volunteerism because you aren’t ‘w orking’.
If for reasons of poor health you cannot at- I
tend meetings, keep up with what is happen
ing in the world of aging and be heard with
letterwriting. Live actively the years you |
have left by getting involved.

•
•
•
•
•
•
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The newly organized Maine Environmental
Education Association (MEEA) invites new
members to join its ranks. The purpose of the
MEEA is to strive to strengthen and compliment
other organizations by not getting involved in
issues other than education and generally sup
porting environmental education activities of
other organizations.
The steering committee, which was under the
leadership of Dr. John Butzow of the School of
Education at the University of Maine at Orono,
reaffirmed MEEA’s desire to apply for tax
exempt status and join hands with the Maine
Teacher’s Association and to appeal
A low $2 charter membership fee was adopted
to encourage members of other organiztions to
join. The MEEA brochure invites prospective
members to offer suggestions regarding financial
support and ideas for environmental education
program, s
Persons interested in joining the MEEA are
asked to contact Eberhard Thiele, Ph.D.,
Director of Environmental Studies, University of
Maine, Fort Kent, Maine 04743.
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A Glass o f Wine or Beer fo r Only
,25c with Every Complete Special
Sandwich or Burrito
Takeout and Catering
Mon.-Sat.

302 Water Street
Augusta
622-4637 11 a.m.-11 p.m
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HIS-STORY, HER-STORY
by Romona Barth

Aina, Maine

$
. s '-

SUSAN B. ANTHONY
FEBRUARY —
One February in the ’60’s which gave birth to
this century’s second wave of feminism, charter
members of Boston N.O.W. made a phone call
to President Nixon. “ Since the giant of The
American Suffrage Movement, Susan B.
Anthony was born Feb. 15 why should he not
declare it a national holiday between that of
Lincoln and Washington?’’ Of course our
“ proposal’’ did not reach the ears of Richard the
non-lion hearted direct, even though it was not
Rose Garden time away from his desk. Of
course, we received a bureaucratic brush-off: But
of course. Also we played up to the media,
Boston and national, who appreciated our good
consciousness-raising.’’
We “ sent a message.” There is a his-story and
there is also a her-story. We, as a nation, should
be officially celebrating heroes, male and female,
of human rights, arts and the conservation of the
planet as well as “ heroes” of war and politics.
February a decade later the message is repeated.
We have petitioned that the birthday of Martin
Luther King (January 15) be a national holiday.
The birthdays of Susan B. Anthony (Feb. 15)
and Maine’s own Edna St. Vincent Millay (Feb.
22) go (officially) unrecognized while we give
George two birthday parties.
And so this month we use someone’s 800-tollfree line to call Ronnie and Nancy again and
again as long as it takes! Well deserved requests
like ours need lots of repeats to get through to
the wooden-headed. Our plea, a Phoenix, rises
from the embers of our woodstoves. We sense
the readers of Ray Shadis’s FOLKPAPER (that
Tom Paine “ Tract” ) are trailblazers of vital
issues. They care - we celebrate!
There is more reason today to fete Susan B.
than there was two decades ago. Judy Chicago’s
monumental feminist art show made Susan B.
the queen of ,,The Dinner Party.” The U.S.
establishment chose Anthony as the first female
ever to make a United States coin . . . a 1979 redetter herstory date! Lincoln is on a penny,
Washington on a quarter and Susan B. on a
dollar. Yes, John Q. Public still beefs that the
Susan B. dollar is a bust; it won’t fit in the
aundromat; it’s too much effort to separate it
from a quarter. Irrelevant! A “ she” on a
government coin is a first. Tokenism perhaps
even though the coin is not taken in a city subway
as a token. As Margaret Mead has asked,
‘What’s wrong with tokenism?” Could it not be
the shape of things to come and a good omen?
As a symbol, I invite FOLKPAPER readers to
stock up on a few Susan B. dollars; to jingle
them in purse or pocket; to feel them like worry
beads for whatever anxieties are predominant;
the ERA, war, prices and wages, pollution of the
planet? Surely there is a lesson for the ERA
worriers; it took Susan B. 52 years of
monomaniacal dedication to get the female’s
right to vote; such is our HISstory. So what’s
new if the ERA fails in June? In the long run as
the current Susan B. slogan reads, “ FAILURE
IS IMPOSSIBLE!” — that’s HERstory. We
must have her faith.
So in a litany of thanksgiving we send copies
of the MAINE FOLKPAPER issue to (I) our
Federal Reserve System still in a quandry about
the Susan B. dollar, (2) the U.S. Mint, (3) U.S.
Congresswoman Pat Shroeder of Denver,
Colorado who initiated the petition to have
Anthony on a coin. Susan is, like George and
Honest Abe, “ minted.” She has long been
‘stamped.”
We welcome reader reactions to her im
portance in THE FOLKPAPER. We welcome
also, a poll as we ask the readers: “ How many in
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the calendar-conscious month, past and current
have found Susan B. - In any calendar (an ex
pensive artwork type or Rexall’s “ busy”
freebees)? shared observations can be important
for The Margaret Fuller Women’s Center of
Wiscasset. We launched a Boothbay State
O’Maine Celebration in ’79 for the Anthony coin
and we do have viable shared concerns in
strategy for the months ahead. As Frances T.
(Sissy) Farenthold, former president of the
National Women’s Political Caucus writes in her
L.A., Las Vegas and Washington Post column,
“ Ther ERA is just part of the larger centuriesold struggle that has moved us inexorably toward
greater human dignity and equality under the
law.” Women’s patience and commentment to
peaceful and democratic change is being severly
tested with the current backlash. But the ERA
failure must not be equated with the “ death” of
those “ women libbers.” There are still “ gut”
issues in man-woman relations, highlighted by
Kate Millett in Sexual Politics and Germaine
Greer in The Female Eunuch that now may
resurface to the advantage of all. There are many
ways to legislate morality. A global revolution
continues and the “ women’s movement”
considered by pundits, female and male, one of
the most important ones of modern times is here
to stay.

A b ou t the author Ramona Barth is a
life long feminist, a charter member of Boston
N.O.W., a member of the Feminist Party,
U.S.A.’, founder of Maine N.O.W. and director
of the. Margaret Fuller Women’s Center of
Wiscasset.

So you don’t know
about
Susan B. Anthony?
H ere it is:
More than fifty years of dedication.
Susan Brownell Anthony was born Feb. 15,
1820, in South Adams, Massachusetts. She
taught school in New York from 1835 to 1850. In
1852 she assisted in organizing the New York
State Temperance Society, in 1854-55 held
conventions in each county in New York on
behalf of female suffrage.
In 1857 she became a leader of the anti-slavery
movement and in 1858 advocated co-education
of the sexes. In 1860 she was instrumental in
passage of New York legislation giving married
women rights of possession for their earnings
and guardianship of their children. In 1868
together with two friends, she began publication
of the Revolutionist, a paper decicated to the
emancipation of women. In 1872 Susan B.
Anthony tested the rights of women under the
14th and 15th Amendments by voting in a state
and national election. She was indicted and a fine
was levied for her “ illegal” act. She continued to
work for human rights and women’s rights in
particular for the next three decades. Her last
major public appearance was in 1899 at the
International Council of Women in London. In
1900 a large public demonstration was held in
Washington, D.C. to celebrate her birthday. Our
readers may wish to read more of Suan B.
Anthony. Two classics your local library should
have are: Susan B. Anthony by R.L. Doar 1928)
and Great Woman Statesmen by N. Paul (1926).
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The great blizzard of ’52
I came down sick
on Friday night
just as it started snowing
the next week was vacation
and promised much
but not for me in bed
with some infection or other
I remember some dark figure
walking down the Ftreet in snow
I could just see out
the undereave window
it snowed for three days
17” to 24”
I’ve even heard men speak of it
to this day
the wind whipped it so high
that when it stopped
tunnels were dug
out front of the house
the best fortress weather of my whole childhood
I was in bed to Friday
when finally my mother
let me stagger
into the late February sunlight
that made the tunnels unsafe to enter
we saw John Wayne movies
that Saturday
free from the American Legion
but what could the sands of Iwo Jima
compare with the snow
of Mechanic Street
now gone
Kendall Merriam
Richmond, Maine
1982
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rDid you realize that in water, a trout grows an average of an inch a year,
land after it is caught it grows about an inch a day? We are sure you have
i heardtheproerbial fish story, but we aren’t telling any!
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AN ADVOCATE’S VIEW
IF YOU CAN’T LICK'EM, JOIN ’ EM!!
by John Supranovich
Hardly a one of us hasn’t heard the old saw “ if.
you can’t lick ’em . . . join ’em.’’ But it would
take an old, battle-weary, hard-core consumer
advocate like me to suggest that the business
sector has finally joined the consumer
movement. In fact, I’ll go so far as to say thatin
characteristic fashion . . . they’re trying to
comer the market on consumerism.
It all started just about the time Madison
Avenue types discovered “ whipped,’’ “ shor
tages,’’ and “ new, improved” ad advertising
shtick. I picture a group of high-pressure,
martini-for-lunchers sitting around a conference
table at B, B, D & X Marketing Corp. one
smoggy New York afternoon. The new guy from
! Conceptualization
and
Psychological
'Predisposition Determination Division (CPPD)
has got a great new idea.
“ I know,” says Fred (the new guy from
CPPD), “ how’s about we tag our new account
; with a brand new monicker? We could suggest
they change the name of their bank to First
f|Consumer’s Bank.” The other executives had a
mental orgasm at the idea and they “ ran it up the
flagpole.” Everybody saluted.
Soon after came “ Consumer Loan Com
pany,” and then “ Consumer’s Car Sales,” etc.,
| etc. ad nauseum. “ Whipped” was out, “ con| sumer” was in. And thus American industry
/joined the consumer movement. By slapping the
j label “ consumer” on everything from soap to oil
I companies, American business learned that one
I can indeed fool more of the people more of the
time. The advertising industry was making a
1 concentrated, and quite successful attempt to
| capitalize on the trust and confidence the
| American people had placed in the honesty of the
| consumer movement and its leaders, like Ralph
I Nader and others. It was a sort of “ integrity by
| association.”
It was only a short jump from this to Fred’s
I (you remember him . . . he’s from CPPD) next
1 bright idea.
| “ Hey look,” says Fred at the next board
| meeting, “ these consumer advocates are getting
|too strong . . . they’re getting people riled up.
Every time a company steps out of line, these
|characters jump down our throats.” Fred went
on to describe how consumer advocacy groups
are always short of funds. “ If we put some of
our money and organization behind it,” says
Fred, “ I’ll bet we can beat those malcontented
(expletives deleted) at their own game.”

And so Fred was the father of the “ new,
improved” corporate responsibility trip. He
suggested that business organize to handle
consumer complaints rather than to lose control
of their frauds, misrepresentations and
manipulations to the consumer groups and
governmental agencies. Pretty soon everyone
from Chamber of Commerce to automobile
associations began opening up their own
“ consumer assistance offices” to handle con
sumer complaints. Because they were well
financed they could afford the advertising,
staffing and expenses to get the public’s at
tention. Because it served their self interest to do
so, they spent it.
And so the latest business fad became setting
up complaint-handling offices, ostensibly to
serve the consumer when he or she had a com
plaint. Only one problem, that’s not really what
most have done. In COMBAT’S experience,
most industry-run consumer assistance offices
have served more as “ flack” agencies . . .; i.e.,
to handle the “ flack” coming from consumers
who felt ripped off and to take the heat off the
businesses who are members of the group. In
other words, the fox had decided it was his place
to watch over the chickens. And some of the
chickens fell for it!
Now a little story to round this all out.
Remember the last column? I told you that the
National Automobile Dealers Association
(NADA) had extensively lobbied Congress and
that many automobile industry contributions
were being made to key Congresspersons? I told
you that NADA and the automobile industry had
been trying to get Congress to veto a Federal
Trade Commission (FTC) rule that required
automobile dealers to disclose known mechanical
defects in autos to consumers before sale. If this
rule is defeated it would be the worst defeat
consumers have had in recent years . . . and a
loss of one of our most important protections.
Here’s the tie-in. Recently automobile dealers
all over the country have been making lots of
noise about AUTOCAP . . . the Automobile
Consumer Action Panel. AUTOCAP is sup
posed to be an association of car dealers pledged
to help consumers with automobile complaints
(public spirited citizens that they are). Guess who
set up AUTOCAP? That’s right . . . the
National Automobile Dealers Association . . .
NADA. The very same people who lobbied hard
to beat the single-most important federal
regulation protecting auto consumers!
And these guys want us to trust ’em? These
characters expect us to believe they have our best
interests in mind? Pull the other one.
Just like Chambers of Commerce that tout
their . “ Consumer Councils” and “ Better
Business Bureaus” as being fair, objective and
effective and then go lobby against every
meaningful piece of consumer legislation . . .
NADA and AUTOCAP have shown us that even
when they turn their skin inside outc. . . the spots
are still there . . . just harder to see.
Sure guys, we consumer advocates would love
to have you join us . . . we need the help. But
only if you’re serious. And so far you haven’t
been.

Lucky seven

Q U IZ

A Short Current Events Quiz
1. Whatever happened to the Libyan Hit Squad?
A. (
) They hit the trail
B. (
) They joined the C.I. A.
C. (
) They returned to Oz
D. (
) They decided to wait for a slow
news day
2. Alexander Haig is really
A. (
) In charge
B. (
) Li control
C. (
) Out of control
D. (
) Far from his home planet
3. The neutron bomb
A. (
) Destroys people but not politicians
B. (
) Destroys people but not buildings
C. (
) Destroys buildings but not out
buildings
D. (
) Has to be built because someone
thought of it
4. U.S. Automobile manufacturers are
responding to foreign competitors by building
cars. . .
) Bigger
A. (
)
Wider
B. (
) Uglier
C. (
) Longer
D. (
) With more doo-dads
E. (
) That are disposable
F. (
) In Japan
G. (
) So they may be smashed on
H. (
television
) All of the above
I. (
5. \Yading through the 1981-82 winter without
adequate insulation is likely to result in frozen
A. (
) Toes
) Ankles
B. (
) Knees
C. (
) Thighs
D. (
E. (
) All of the above
6. When we had an oil shortage gas prices went
up causing inflation. Now that there is an oil
production glut prices will
A. (
) Increase
B. (
) Rise
C. (
) Go higher
D. (
) Reflect the diminished value of our
currency
7. According to television the number one
problem facing the United States today is
A. (
) Poor folks resistance to “ capital”
investment
B. (
) Hemorrhoids
C. (
) Statehood for France
D. (
) People tend toknow too much
Note: answering all the above questions corectly
proves that the questions are somehow incorrect.

John Supranovich is the founder and executive
director o f Northeast COM BA T, Maine's oldest
consumer group. He serves without pay.

COMBAT is the only remaining citizen consumer group offering full services
COMBAT NEEDS YOUR HELP NOW. _ T

Please
—
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by Ruth E. Dennett
Editor, My Country

T im Farrell “ H appiness Is”
rjjie country music scene here in Maine is
enjoying the efforts of many local entertainers
and bands, as well as national acts that travel
through the area.
One of Maine’s Finest musicians is Tim Farrell
of Augusta. Tim recently had the honor of
playing on both shows of Jamboree U.S.A.,
broadcast over WWVA, Wheeling, West
Virginia. This was the same night that Ray Price
was the featured guest, and the Capitol Music
Hall was filled to capacity for both shows.
Last spring Tim recorded his first album, Me
and My Fiddle, at EAB Studios in Lewiston.
This was the start of a very busy year for Tim,
during which time he has seen his record being
played on many country stations on the eastern
seaboard. His recording of Mocking Bird is
being used as the theme for a country music show
on a Florida station.
Last October Tim was named Instrumentalist
of the Year at the Down East Country Music
Awards Show in Waterville, and his LP was
named Album of the Year. He was also the
recipient of the Harold Carter Memorial Trophy.
Tim has never been one to sit back and think
of past accomplishments. Within the next month
his second album, Happiness Is, will be ready for
distribution. This is an exciting new project for
him, and features several recent songs, Tricia
Patty’s Reel and Blackberry Blossom, as well as
old standards like Wild Fiddle Rag, Somewhere
My Love, Four in the Morning, Dragging the
Bow and West Failer Waltz. Back-up musicians
on this album are Fred Pike on guitar, banjo and
mandolin; Dan Reed on bass; Dave Stewart on
piano; Joe Macomber on steel; and Eddie
Beaudoin on drums. A special feature of this
album is his song Tricia, which is introduced by
his little granddaughter, Tricia.
Tim was bom in Augusta on September 5,
1938, the son of Alfred and Marie Farrell. He
started playing the fiddle when he was only nine
years old. The following year he worked his first
professional job with the Ken MacKenzzie Show
at the old Augusta City Hall. It was this same
year that Tim worked on stage with the late and
great Hawkshaw Hawkins, who at that time was
working out of Wheeling, West Virginia.
Hawkshaw was so impressed \vith the talents of
this little kid with the fiddle, that he wanted him
to work steady on his show as a featured artist.
The summer that Tim was 14, he worked in
Augusta, Georgia with Don Kent and Ray King.
While in Georgia, he had the pleasure of working
with another great artist, Faron Young. Faron
offered Tim a job touring with his group.
Listening to the advice of his Mom, Tim returned
to Maine and completed his education.
After graduation from Belgrade High school
in 1956, Tim immediately went to work for
Curley O ’Brien in Bangor. He worked for about
four years with the Top Hands, and then worked
with Shorty Thomas, Happy Jack and White
Mountains Bluegrass. Tim has worked as a
regular member of Bob Elston’s Road Rangers
for over ten years now. The Road Rangers play
clubs, fairs, concerts and private parties
throughout central and southern Maine. In
addition to his regular work with the Road
Rangers, Tim is very much in demand as a guest
artist in the New England area, and during the
summer he plays at many of the bluegrass
festivals. Last fall, by special request, he played
at a benefit concert for Governor King of
Massachusetts.

Augusta's own Tim Farrell home bom the“Jamboree'.'

About the Author -

Tim and his lovely wife of over 25 years,
Patty, have three daughters, Debbie, Carrie and
Kelley, and four grandchildren. His wife and his
Mom have been two of the strongest supports he
has had.
Tim’s albums can be ordered from him at 13
Oxford Street in Augusta, or through My
Country at 76 West River Road, Waterville.

ANNOUNCING

Ruth E. Dennett is Editor o f My Country, a
monthly publication that is devoted to the
promotion o f country, bluegrass and fo lk music
in the area. Subscription rates are $5.00 a year.
My Country, 76 West River Road, Waterville,
Maine 04901.

Tel. 785-4463

623-4533
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Snowmobiles

Riniinc

at
LEO'S AUTOMOTIVE
Searsmont, Maine
Invites you to See

>b87-granitehillroc
KallotMeN•main*-04347 1

these Great NEW Machines -1980 -1982 Models
2 1/z miles W. of Searsmont village just off Rt. 173

6- design

• T-SH IR TS - Custom Imprints
• POSTERS - Promotional Visuals
• D EC A LS - Pressure Sensitives
• D ISPLA YS - Panels & Graphics
“ As Individual As A Fingerprint"
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CASSANDRA AT RANDOM
by Cassie Lewis

C A U C U S TRAIN IN G

A NICE LITTLE WAR
Everyone knows that there’s nothing that will
boost an economy like a nice little war.
Patriotism is a glue that will bind a fragmented
society and people will always feel good about
death and taxes when there’s a little fighting to
be done to “ preserve our way of life.’’ This
simple logic has been understood for thousands
of years and has invariably resolved a number of
social problems when put into practice.
At one time Rome was a mere husk of her
former greatness and the society was really
falling apart. Political rhetoric simultaneously
boosted their economy, glamorized patriotism
and eliminated Carthage. The Spanish-American
War was even more classic since it achieved three
planned objectives shortly after a mysterious
explosion wrecked the battleship Maine in
Havana, Cuba. . . . America’s fledgeling in
dustrial economy was given an enormous boost,
labor unrest was almost completely eliminated
and the war, as planned, boosted William
Randolph Hearst’s string of ratty newspapers
into a mighty publishing empire. There was an
unanticipated benefit, the lightning conquest of
Cuba launched Teddy Roosevelt’s political
career.
It is difficult for us to perceive World War II
as an exercise of this nature since we didn’t really
start the war; but there is little doubt that
Germany pulled out of a decade of economic
depression by invading its neighbors and Japan
started a war in southeast Asia to gain access to
oil and rubber to stimulate its faltering industrial
growth.
The post-Korean war economic slump was
eased a bit by the tension in southeast Asia but it
wasn’t really our war. The French were having
all the fun until Dien Bien Phu and then they
tossed the ball to us. The economy got a bit
better while we fumbled with that one and waved
a red flag or two but things didn’t really hit a bull
market until we hit on an elegant solution: the
Gulf of Tonkin “ incident.’’ We were really ready
for high gear production and nobody stopped to
ask why a lousy little “ gunboat’’ would attack a
couple of destroyers. There weren’t any bullet
holes in the tin cans but that wasn’t really im
portant, we had a reason to go into South
Vietnam with a lot of expensive gear.
The technological fallout from Vietnam was
impressive in terms of sophisticated weaponry
and even more sophisticated cost over-runs by

H ELD IN A U G U S T A

defense contractors. Psychiatry also got a lot of
experimental material when the combat soldiers
came home and the chemical industry had
developed an enormous array of defoliants that
they could sell to the farmers. Eisenhower told us
that we would regret it if we became embroiled in
a land war in southeast Asia (and he also warned
against the military-industrial complex), but
everyone knew that he was a fool because he
played too much golf.
We had a national goal for a while but the
space program became commonplace and
everyone forgot the name of the second guy to
walk on the moon. Then came more inflation,
economic stagnation, OPEC and we were getting
ready for another economic boost. The
Mayaguez incident was promising for a while but
Jerry Ford settled it too quickly and without
enough fanfare . . . nothing developed. Jimmy
Carter really blew it with the Iranian situation,
we might have had something going there if those
damned helicopters hadn’t crapped out . . . at
least we could have gotten around to some
serious shooting.
Up to now things didn’t look good at all . . .
we seemed to have lost our inventive talents.
Then we got a real blood and guts president. . .
a man who knew that America was great and one
who had to prove it. The first stroke of luck we
had since the Gulf of Tonkin came with the
abrupt demise of a couple of Libyan jets a few
hundred miles from one of our Mediterranean
carriers. That got the creative juices flowing in
Washington . . . and we really needed that.
America is pretty depressed now. Stockman
made a grave tactical error by letting slip some of
the truth about our new economy . . . another
cabinet level cat got caught taking an easy-tohide payoff . . . and we haven’t seen such
political incompetence since Agnew got caught
with both paws in the. public trough. That’s
rough on any administration with high hopes.
And now folks, here’s the announcement
you’ve all been waiting for . . . guess what?
That’s right, the Libyan hit men are on their way
and we’ll have to defend ourselves. It won’t take
much except money and a few lives, but the
profits are back and the trickle down economic
system is going to pour out vast profits for
everyone. Now aren’t you glad you voted the
right way?

Training Sessions for voters interested in
attending Democratic or Republican Caucuses
will be held at Lithgow Library in Augusta on
five (5) separate dates in late January and early
February. These training sessions are designed to
acquaint the novice politician as to how the
Caucus works as a part of the American political
system, what goes on at a Caucus, and how to get
elected to a political position. In addition, there
will be an opportunity for individuals to alert
others as to what issues should be addressed at
the Caucus. February dates for these training
sessions:
Thursday, February 4, 1982, 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.;
Tuesday, February 9, 1982, 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.;
Saturday, February 13, 1982, 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.,
and will be held in the basement of Lithgow
Library.
The Democrats will be caucusing on Sunday,
February 14th in every municipality in Maine.
Delegates elected will be attending the State
Convention which will be held May 14-16 in
Portland.
Republicans have to submit their Caucus
results to State Headquarters before March 15,
plus they can Caucus at either the municipality or
the county level. Delegates elected will be at
tending the state Convention which will be held
April 30 - May 1 in Augusta.
These training sessions are free and open to
any Maine registered voter. The Augusta Fair
Share Committee and the Disciples of
Democracy, sponsors of these training sessions,
urge all citizens to attend their Caucuses.
For more information call 623-4004.
ROGER LEISNER
Augusta, Maine
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CHIMNEY SC R U BBER "
YOUR OWN CHIMNEY SWEEP
Permanently installed chimney
cleaning. New Flexible Brush. The
best easiest to use chimney clean
ing equipment.
Write for brochure.

PUTTING THEtSUN TO WORK
FOR YOU

W .T. D O D G E & C O .
U.S. Pat. 4138758

175 MIDDLE RD., EDGECOMB, MAINE 04556

Come and see us at the Solar Center
^ ^ 9 ^ a m S tre e tJ B a n jjD r^ jn e M ^
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YOUR BACKYARD FORGE
(P A R T O N E )
^!^re you interested in working with metal? You
might consider building a “ backyard” forge. It
can be used to form, harden, and temper iron
and steel. And if you get good with it, to forge
weld. Future issues of the FOLKPAPER will
have articles on some of these processes.
Building a workable forge is not as com
plicated as it seems at first shot and the
variations are almost endless. Basically you need
a container or hearth for a fire, a means to
provide a forced draft in order to get your fire
hot enough to do the job, and some sort of
framework to support the whole works at a
handy working height.
Accessories will accumulate themselves. A
minimum could be tongs or pliers, a hammer
that you can swing — but isn’t too wimpy for the
job at hand, a vise is nice and of course, an anvil
(a chunk of rail or heavy I-beam procured at the
local scrapyard will do for beginners).
Coal is the preferred fuel, low-sulfur soft coal
(bituminous) being the best. Steam coal will do in
a pinch. Hard coal (anthracite) is a dog to work
with but it can be done. Some Third-World
smiths still do crackerjack work (including
forging machine gun parts) with dung or
charcoal.
Keep it in mind: Smithing is part art and part
science. Where there’s a will, there’s a way.
Let’s concentrate on the forge itself. The heart
of the forge is the tuyere (pronounced twer-yare
or tweer and in the French tu-yehr). The tuyere
— illustrated below — is a nozzle which sits in
the base of the forge fire and directs the blast of
forced air which gives the fire its authority. It is
usually made of solid cast iron to withstand the
terrific temperatures — a few thousand degrees
— to which it is subjected. A nice one might be
made by drilling a half inch hole cross-wise
through a chunk of sash weight or a similar
thickness of cast-iron.
The depression in which the fire sits can be
made of brick, firebrick, fire clay or cast iron.
Favored by backyard smiths are truck brake
drums, or sections of large cast iron pipe joints
with a tuyere mounted in the center opening.
Led to the tuyere is a vertical tube two or three
inches in diameter with a “ T” or street ° T ”
somewhere along its length to admit an ajr blast.
A source for the blast may be a manual or
electric blower or bellows (see illustrations). I
found a small heater blower for my forge. A
grate or butterfly valve is mounted in a base —
against a chimney opening, against a cowl or
under a funnel leading smoke to a stove pipe.
The base consists of a frame 2 or 3 feet square
of wood or metal topped by an open sand-filled
wooden box say six to eight inches deep and
surfaced with a neat layer of bricks or a sheet
metal table with a rim (a large discarded bar-bque grill base will serve). A fancy and less mobile
forge base may be built entirely of masonry.
Is it all clear as mud? The simplest things
sometimes seem most difficult to undertake or
explain. Look at the illustrations, visit a
blacksmith shop or two, tour the local scrap yard
for inspiration and scan a book or two. One of
the simplest and most informative is a 96 page
paperback: The Modern Blacksmith by
Alexander G. Weygers.

I f you want to get into metal working and
can’t find a second hand forge don’t be daunted
by the seeming complexity of the project. You
learn as you go. Last year we built a forge on our
farm. A cast iron cow watering bowl holds the
fire, soil pipe and down spout conduct air from a
hand driven blower which set us back two dollars
at a local scrapyard.
There’s a lot that could’ve been done better in
building our forge but it heats large pieces of
steel faster than our acetylene torch and last
summer our uninitiated thirteen year old left
alone with it for less than an hour managed to
learn how to draw a piece of stock to a taper and
turn a fancy scroll or two.
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MAINE OXY-ACETYLENE SUPPLYco

AI B( RN

784-5788

MAINE TOLL FREE

SAVING ENERGY
Our Showroom Hours.
Tues-Thurs 10-5 Friday 10-6
and by appointment
NORTHEAST CARRY CO.
P.O. Box 187
110 Water Street
Hallowell, ME 04347

1 -8 0 0 4 4 2 - 6 3 2 0

PORTLAND

ROCKLAND

772-6381

594-2137

WATERVILLE*

872-5411
The Maine

GASES

Write or call for our free brochure on
energy solutions.
let us put our experience to work for you

Oxygen - Acetylene - Welding Equipment - Rods
-y jIndustrial Gas
mrTTmn Welding Machines - Electrodes
ADAMS s r .

Northeast Carry
is a well-established, full service supplier of en
ergy conservation products and services.
At our showroom, located in historic old Hallowell Village, you can view a wide assortment
of state-of-the-art energy saving equipment and
accessories. Included are several styles of in
sulating window shades and shutters, air-tight
interior storm windows, fans and controls,
caulking and weather-stripping plus much
more.
We consider solar one of our specialities —
with solar collectors for space heating and
domestic hot water, sunspace heating and
domestic hot water, sunspace designs and
other alternate energy systems on display.
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IT’S A PICKLE
IT’S A PICKLED FISH
Wood Heating Made Easy
Our KERR Titan Wood-Fired Boiler
combines ease with economy.
It has a large air-tight,
fire-brick lined combustion
chamber that holds your fire
longer. The Titan also has a
unique blow-down safety
feature

‘ thermostatically controlled
•hot water baseboard heating
•also coal fired boiler
•many hot air furnaces, too!
•also domestic hot water

TITAN
W ood-Fired Boiler
The Black Stove Shop
359 Riverside Drive, Augusta, ME 04330
(207) 622-6040
1930 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, ME 04240
(207) 784-6144
Open Monday thru Saturday 8 to 5
Fridays until 8 p.m.

GOINGS ON

Try this Scandinavian way o f preparing
and preserving winter smelt or just about any
firm fish — fresh or salt water. An acquired
taste, pickled fish are considered a delicacy
by most northern Europeans and are gaining
popularity on American tables as well.
Version One:
Clean fish and steak. If fish are small as
with smelt, fish may be left whole. Soak in
salt water (strong enough to float an egg) for
24 hours. Combine 1 quart of vinegar with 2
cups of sugar and bring to a boil. Remove
from heat and add the equivalent of 1 pkg.
mixed pickling spices (your choice) and 10
small onions. Allow to cool. Pack fish in
sterile jars, adding a few slices o f lemon to
each jar. Cap and seal. Sufficient brine to
supply about ten pint jars. Allow 3-4 days to
cure before using. Best kept in a cold place
or refrigerator.

Serve with pum pem ickle, pocket breads,
crackers, cheese and beer or salads.
Version Two:
Clean and wash fish. Soak in salt brine (V*
cup plain non-iodized salt to each quart of
water) for several hours. Rinse well. Cut into
small steaks *4 to Vi inch wide. Pack in large
glass jars with alternate layers o f dill, polish
or kosher pickles and thinly sliced raw on
ions.
Bring the following mixture to a boil and
then cool before pouring over the fish.
3 cups water
3 cups white vinegar
Vi cup sugar
2 tablespoons pickling spice
Refrigerate and cure for 3 to 4 days before
use. Will keep almost indefinately under re
frigeration .

W ANTED
NEWSKIDS TO SELL THE
FO LK PA PER . ASK MOM OR
DAD, THEN CALL OR WRITE
RAY AND PAT TO ASK
ABOUT OUR PARTNER PLAN.
WE PAY MORE.

Mahatma Gandhi once wrote that there were
seven sins in the world: wealth without work,
pleasure without conscience, knowledge without
character, commerce without morality, science
without humanity, worship without sacrifice,
and politics without principle.”

Why not write and share public events of
I general interest in your area? Deadline: Noon the
! 20th. Events to take place in the first week of
| each month are missed unless they are carried in
| the previous month’s issue. Folkpaper, P. O.
1Box 76, Edgecomb, Maine 04556

j Solidarity Bulletin
2 7 5 Seventh Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10001 / (2 1 2 ) 9 89 -0 90
□ I would like to contribute $----------to help continue publica
tion of the Solidarity Bulletin.
□

I would lik e ---------- copies of the Solidarity B ulletin @ $ 1 .0 0
each. (Add 50C for handling.)
Bulk Orders of 20 or more copies may be purchased at 50C
ea. (Add $ 1 .0 0 per 20 copies for handling.)

! Please make checks payable to: Polish Workers Task Force.
Send to: 2 75 7th Avenue, 25th Floor, New York, N.Y. 10001.

Polish Workers Task Force
□

I would like more information about the PWTF and how
I can aid Solidarity.
□ I would like to contribute $--------------- to the AFL-CIO
Polish Workers Aid Fund.
□ I would like to contribute $---------- to the work of the
Polish Workers Task Force.
□ I would like to purchase ----------Solidarnosc T-shirts
@ $ 5 .0 0 each (x^sm., sm., med., Ig., x-lg.) a n d ---------Solidarnosc buttons @ $ 1 .0 0 , the proceeds going to
the AFL-CIO Aid Fund. (Please make checks to Polish
Workers Task Force. Add 50c for handling charges.)
NAME-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ADDRESS-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Cl JY________________________ STATE---------------- ZIP------------- Send to: 2 75 7th Avenue, 25th FI., New York, N.Y. 10001
or call 2 1 2 /9 8 9 -0 9 0 9 .
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EXPLORE THIS BUILDING
FLIGHT-TWO, Racquet Ball and Saunas
—7 a.m. to 9 p.m. • BEAUTY SHOP — Open Mon.-Fri., 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. —
Cuts $4.00 • NORTHEAST CRAFT For Perfect Handmade Christmas
Gifts • BEVERLY LOWE SCHOOL OF DANCE • ON-TOP — Give Your
Gifts A Personal Touch • PARTRIDGE — Improving Your Health Care —
Our Total Commitment • GUIDO’S — Lunch Buffet — Banquets — Natural
Veal A Specialty
T he M aine
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A MAINE HISTORY OF

the

MORGAN

HORSE
of a skilled worker at that time) went repeatedly
bankrupt. The remnants of his band went to
Thirlstane Ranch in Bar Harbor. Fourteen mares
were lost without trace; I spent years looking for
them. After WWII there was a gradually
renewing interest in Morgans, and activity picked
up with the National Morgan Club, soon
producing the New England Morgan Club, and
in 1949, the Maine Morgan Club. The three
founders of the Maine Morgan Club were Mrs.
Frank Linnell, who served as the secretary of it
for many years, Mrs. Richard Stiles, the owner
of the show gelding Wonderman, and Mrs. Ray
Thurston, of Union, one of Maine’s riding
teachers. Mrs. Thurston is still teaching in North
Carolina.
Morgans dominated the Maine show scene
during the 50’s. Morgan owners served as
president of the Maine Horse Assn. In some
shows, Morgans were 25% of the horses entered.
They won everything from parade to roadster,
from open colt to western pleasure. With the
increase in breeding, many owners kept their
horses home to produce as many foals as
possible. Morgans rose in numbers from 35 in
the first Maine directory to about 700 now,
despite a continuing demand for out-of-state
sales. Maine is once again looked to as a source
of fine horses and Morgan buyers come from far
away to make the new-old industry grow.

A B reed o f H orse F rom M aine’s Past and a G row in g T radition
by Margaret Gardiner
The first horse shoes in Maine found at
Pemaquid were small shoes suitable for ponies
12-13 hands. Interestingly enough, after Fort
Pemaquid was destroyed by the Indians in King
Philip’s War, these horses survived as a feral
herd, like the Chincoteague or Sable Island
ponies, for over a hundred years. The last of
them were rounded up in the 1800’s after the
American Revolution. They were probably of
British moor pony stock, Bodmin Moor being
only 7 miles from Exeter, one of the most im
portant ports for shipping to New England. The
other important port was Bristol in the West
Country near the Welsh border. Throughout
New England probably, these British ponies were
the foundation stock. A majority of the settlers
were from that part of Britain, and their cattle
were the old Devon stock. Before the
Revolution, the classic top cross to improve
quality was the “ Spanish” horse. Maine did not
have a distinctive breed like the Narragansett
. pacers of Rhode Island. The roads were very
poor and horses were used mostly for saddle and
pack animals. John Adams used to commute to
Pownalboro Court House, Dresden, Maine,
from Boston on horseback, before the
Revolution. Occasionally a big wheel (the sort of
person who would now have his own Lear jet)
would roll through Maine in a coach, probably
with a “ long set” of six horses and plenty of
mounted outriders to help push when they got
stuck. The first sleigh is thought to have come to
Maine in 1795 and the first shay in 1810,
although this seems late.
Three sons of the Justin Morgan horse stood
at service in Maine: Sherman, who was on the
Portland-St. Johnsbury stage coach run, Bulrush
who stood the seasons of 1831 and 1832, and the
legendary Brandywine. Neither Thompson nor
Wallace mentions Brandywine, but Battell lists
him in Vol. 1 of the Morgan registry. Cobbs’
Brandywine, supposed to be a son of his,
founded a noted Maine family of small bay
trotters of the highest character.
The first agricultural fair in Maine was in
Hallowell in 1830. First premium went to

“ Talavera” - a Spanish horse. The families then
producing in Maine were: The Winthrop
Messengers, The Drews (Drew was descended
from horses from the Maritimes), the Eatons,
and the Morgans. Breeding records were not
taken seriously until J.W. Thompson started
published the Maine Horse Breeder in Canton.
At that time, he estimated that Maine had
between 20,000 and 30,000 broodmares
producing. Indeed, Maine and Michigan were
the two leading horse-producing states for many
years. We forget that Maine now had only
1/10th as much cleared land as it had a hundred
years ago. Thompson’s magazine and “ hoss”
book, Noted Maine Horses were some of Battell’s sources for the Morgan Registry. Thom
pson was widely liked and respected and did not
engage in the acrimony and lawsuits which were
the big indoor sport of editors at that time. A
complete set of his magazine is in the Bowdoin
College library at Brunswick, and makes
fascinating reading. Before the Civil War, Maine
was producing horses like Shepard F. Knapp,
Jr., who was exported to England and had a
number of descendants in the Hackney registry.
After the Civil War, the Morgan families in
Maine were chiefly the General Knox, the
Winthrop Morrill and the Drace. These families
did not continue as such in Maine, being ab
sorbed into the Trotting Registry. I remember in
1939 at the Presque Isle Fair, a fifth of the horses
on the racing card were listed as Morgan or half
Morgan. No trace of them remains. Knox
Morgan had been purchased by Brunk in 1909,
and his family continues through Senator
Graham. But the others are lost. Meanwhile in
the 20’s, O.B. Griffin in Aroostook and Stratton
in Corinna had brought in other strains of
Morgans for riding. Stratton bought the stallion
Tipperary from Tennison in Alabama and he was
locally supposed never to have been defeated on
a competitive trail ride. Alas, the Depression and
the automobile alike wrought with the Morgans
as it did with other breeds, and Stratton, from
having been able to command a price of $1,500
for a trained horse (three times the annual wage
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The Morgan Horse is a sturdy, small
breed or horse descended from the
stallion Justin Morgan. The Morgan is
known for stamina and versatility.
Originally bred for driving and light
work, Morgans early proved themselves
as tractable saddle horses, being a
favorite cavalry mount as early as the
Civil War. Typically they have large,
strong fronts and shoulders, rather long
backs, light quarters and short legs.
_[Pictured, author Margaret Gardiner
with examples of her Morgans.
Margaret has done much to advocate
and restore the working “ versatile” type
Morgan.
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Earthquakes jar Main
Are they something new? Are they a passing phenomenom?
Will they increase in intensity and frequency? What about recent predictions of strong quakes to come?
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In March of 1979, CBS News Film crews were
more cause for conversation in Wiscasset Maine
that the story they came to cover. A half dozen
nuclear power plants including Maine Yankee at
Wiscasset had been ordered shut down by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission until safetyrelated piping systems could be reanalyzed for
their ability to withstand earthquakes - a multi
million dollar mathematical error triggered the
action which set TV crews scurrying to get a
response and comment from Lincoln County
residents.
“ Well,” said one local star, “ we don’t have
earthquakes ‘round here.’ I’ve never seen one
have you, Bill?” Bill, his sidekick, breathed a
gentle “ Nope . . . ”
Congressman David Emery said the NRC was
behaving like “ Chicken Little.”
But on the evening of April 17th the chickens
of nearby farms stirred from their roosts, the
ducks and geese left their nests, horses and cows
stamped and sounded in their stalls touching off
a round of barking from the family dog. All this
announced an earthquake which shook windows
and residents. The quake measuring 4.0 to 4.1
on the open-ended Richter scale was epi-centered
just 8 miles from Maine Yankee, at Day’s Ferry.
Was it a threat to the plant? Well, no, but it,
together with other factors, caused the N.R.C.
Commissioners in a meeting May 5th to alter the
odds of an earthquake severely testing the plant’s
strength during its license lifetime from 1 in
10,000 to l in 100.
On a geologic scale things were not quiet for
long. On Saturday, January 9, 1982, at 7:55 a.m.
shock took place near Plaster Rock, New
Brunswick that was felt across much of Maine.
Measuring 5.8 to 5.9 on the Richter scale it was
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followed at 11 the same morning by a shock
measuring 5.1 and again by a large aftershock on
Janury 11 measuring 5.5.
Monitoring equipment was rushed to the eara
by Weston Observatory (Massachusetts) to take
advantage of the wealth of data which could be
gathered from over 1,000 small aftershocks.
Similar to echo sounding procedures used for oil
exploration the operation could tell geologists
much about the nature of the rock deep below
them as well as adding to information on East
Coast type earthquakes.
Some of the equipment was hurridly moved to
the southwest on January 18th when a third large
shock took place at 7:15 p.m. near Lee, N.H. It
measured 4.8 on the Richter scale.
The sudden flurry of activity caused a shift in
the workload at Maine’s Geologic Survey Office
in Augusta, a workload complicated by an
inordinate number of calls from the people
regarding the earthquakes. Calls accelerated,
said a spokesperson, when a Maine television
station flashed the telephone number of the
Geologic Survey Office on the screen following a
news broadcast about the quakes.
People who have experienced some of the
effects of recent quakes can help geologists learn
more about the phenomena by filling out an
earthquake questionnaire available from the
state office (address below). The questionnaires
have a particular application in helping
geologists correlate historical records of ear
thquakes all based on individual observations
with modern scientific measurements. The
questionnaires will help scientists assign probable
Richter scale (measured) numbers to events
which took place when accurate measuring
equiment did not exist, (observed effects)
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The difference in the two means of measuring
earthquakes is important to those concerned
about the security of dwelling, roadways, fac
tories and so on because the strength of any
earthquake as it is currently reported does not
directly relate to the amount of damage a
structure may suffer. Damage depends in large
part on what is beneath a structure geologically
and how the structure is bedded on the surface.
According to state geologists there is really no
way of telling at present whether the recent
quakes are part of a trend of increased activity or
coincidental events.
Several Maine news sources carried reports the
week of January 17th of predictions by a
geologist who wished to remain unidentified that
a severe quake would shortly follow recent
siesmic events. Both Weston Observatory and
Maine Geologic Survey experts were quick to
point out that there is no scientific basis for such
a prediction. In fact, said one Geologic Survey
source, “ earthquakes are next to impossible to
predict.”
According to the source there are some ob
served phenomena such as the activity of sen
sitive animals or the decline in radon in wells just
prior to a shock which are being studied, “ but
there is nothing definitive” the source said. One
such study reported recently in the German
paper, Frankfort Allgemeine (Sept. 18) relies on
a device which measures electrical flow
“ released” by increasing pressures in layers of
rock. The physicists who invented the system
claim they are able to predict the occurrence and
approximate strength of an earthquake six to
eight hours in advance.
The Maine Geological Survey is currently
preparing a chart showing the size and location
of recorded earthquakes in Maine. Copies will be
available to the public at $1.25. The address,
Maine Geological Survey, Department of
Conservation, State Office Building, Augusta,
Maine 04333. Earthquake questionnaire forms
may be obtained free from the same source.
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GUEST EDITORIAL DOG OWNER’S RESPONSIBILITY
Don Erickson

Jackson, Maine

Do you know that each large city in the
state of M aine, and the country, have dog
shelters where they kill one to two thousand
good healthy dogs each year? One o f these
dogs could be yours if you do not stand up and
do something about it. Let your voice be
heard. Speak out for a spay and neuter pro
gram.
There are at least three factors responsible
for this shameful treatment of our animals
that have become strays. The first factor is
you, the dog owner. So writes State Com m is
sioner of Agriculture Mr. Stewart N. Smith.
“Public apathy” , he calls it. Why let him put
this shameful blame on to us dog owners. We
all feel the price at the veterinarian for spay
and neutering of our animals, is the main deterrant toward having this performed.
The second factor is our elected politi
cians. They are not the least bit concerned as
long as you do not cry out. They spend your
dog license money like water. Elect the politi
cian who will work for the animal welfare.
Do you know that seventy-five percent
(75%) of the dog license revenue taken in by
this State of Maine is paid to animal shelters
to board and destroy your animals? Two dol
lars and fifty cents ($2.50) a day is paid to the
shelters for each animal being held the m an
datory time before being put to death. Most
of these animals would not be destroyed if
this epidemic of over population were con
trolled by a spay and neutering program.
The third factor involves the humane shel
ters that have been procrastinating for years
about a spay program. Do you think that they
will ever do anything about this shameful act
of killing these animals so unnecessarily? No,
they vyill not as long as they receive such a
lucrative income from your dog license
money. They also receive a donation when an
animal is brought in for boarding until
adopted or killed. They receive a donation
from the person adopting the animal. They re
ceive a donation from private individuals,
plus that 75% of the dog license revenue. The
animal shelters have long since been paid for.
I ask you, “Where does all this excessive cash
go?” That is something for you dog owners to
think about.
It costs about forty cents (400) a day to feed
a dog. It is debatable how much they feed the
cats and dogs during the mandatory holding
time before being destroyed.
I have proposed to Governor Brennon and
Commissioner of Agriculture Stewart Smith
that a portion of the dog license revenue be
spent toward a spay and neutering program
through the Veterinarian Association so a dog
owner may take the animal to a Vet and have
this service performed at a reduced rate. Gov
ernor Brennon was kind enough to ask our
Commissioner Smith to respond to my letter
asking for a more forceful program to control
the epidemic of unwanted dogs. He writes,
“Your suggestion that a law requiring a post
card record on all transactions involving sell
ing or giving away o f pets, would be rather
difficult to enforce. As you probably know,

we presently have a law requiring each dog
six (6) months old to be licensed, yet most of
the strays turned in to the animal shelters are
unlicensed dogs.” I ask, “Can not our elected
officials do something that is hard to do?” I
do say, “With a card registration system and
a spay and neuter program this shame can be
eradicated and the Humane Societies can go
back and work for the purpose they were orig
inally intended, treating animals with com 
passion and investigating the abuse of them. ”
Lately, cruel animal treatment has been a sec
ondary concern of theirs.
In his letter Mr. Smith goes on, “The
license fees for all dogs incapable of repro
duction (spayed or neutered) is retained by
the municipality and used to help defray the
cost of animal control in the com m unity.” I
ask, “How can a community have any kind of
animal control on a mere sixty dollars?” That
is all my town was permitted to retain last
year. Our dog officer receives no income if he
should perform his duty. It is entirely a volun
tary position of egoism and seeking prestige.
He receives no reimbursement for money
spent should he or she do so.
It has been suggested to Mr. Smith that a
booklet be given to each dog license holder
explaining the proper care of one’s animal. In
the booklet one would be told how to recog
nize and when to treat distemper, hepatitis,
laptospinosis, respiratory diseases, par
vovirus, rabies, and internal poarasites
(worms). Also, the dog laws and the proper
way of housing and feeding.
Then, how important it is to recognize
when the female is about to come into a heat
period that normally runs about twenty-eight
days. When to recognize the few danger days
when she may be willing to stand and con
ceive.

'Tke

Around the first o f Decem ber 1980, there was
a stray dog found in the woods behind an
abandoned camp. She had given birth to a lit
ter of eight puppies. Four of them were dead
due to exposure. Shortly after, another dog
came to us and she was pregnant and ready to
give birth. We took the two females and the
total of fourteen puppies into the house and
cared for them. On January 20 we employed
a kind townsperson with a pickup truck to
help us get the animals, (sixteen in all) to the
Humane Society, a distance of forty miles.
The sixteen animals would have been taken in
up to the time I told the man I was on Social
Security and would not be able to pay for their
service. At that moment the attitude changed.
“We do not take in stray and abandoned
dogs,” he said. “You will have to take them
to your own town dog officer.” We did that
and our dog officer had no room for them,
leaving us sixteen more animals to find
homes for.
So what does all this mean? It proves that
if I had displayed a roll of bills they would
have taken in the sixteen animals and no ques
tions asked. By the aid of a popular radio sta
tion talk show, we were able to find homes for
them.
To sum it up, the deterrants toward a spay
and neuter program are public and political
apathy and the lucrative profits the shelters
receive to board and slaughter these animals.
It is up to you dog owners to turn this horri
ble thing around and attack it from the other
end. In a few years we could have a new and
better life for all animals.
Please call your favorite talk show and let’s
get the ball rolling for a Statewide spay and
neuter program .
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ENERGY ROUND-UP
S olar co lle cto r produ ction soars
despite sagging econ om y
Housing starts are down, interest rates are
climbing and unemployment is up but solar
shows remarkable strength. According to a
D.O.E. Report issued by the Energy Information
A dm inistration m anufacturing of solar
collectors is a booming business, up over 21 %
for the first half of 1981. Almost all increased
production was in the area of medium tem
perature, liquid collectors (up almost 108% over
the same period last year). Medium temperature,
liquid collectors found their largest application
in domestic space and water heating ap
plications.
Although industrial applications made up only
6% of the total what industry did represented a
215% increase over the first half of 1980. Only
two major applications showed a decline: Pool
heating less 6% and a composite group including
space cooling and agricultural processing less
43%. The composite group however amounts to
only 1% of total collector applications.
Total production for all types of collectors
amounted to 10.8 million square feet, the largest
production for any six month period.

D o it yourself:
S olar con cen trator

patterns available
You get a sheet of some shiny, fairly rigid
material, let’s say aluminum or masonite —
covered with foil — and cut into it a long spiral
from the edge to the center with a saw or snips.
Now you Have a spiral spring like affair. Support
it on the edges, twist the center, push or pull the
center in and out. You are now adjusting the
focus of a concentrating solar reflector capable
of generating temperatures of up to 2,000
degrees Fahrenheit.
A hard twist and the reflector can focus behind
itself. Richard Steenblick, a research engineer at
Georgia Tech worked various patterns using a
computor program. He has tested them and for
$7 will send you instructions and a pattern of a
solar concentrator suitable for a solar cooker.
Interested? Your neighbors will wonder what
you are up to. Write to Richard Steenblick,
Suntwist, Box 342, Stone Mountain, Georgia
30086.

C anadian natural gas and hydro electric
Iff f

Sitting on the gas pipeline:^ Will Maine benefit?

Po

°«TH
Canada, less heavily populated and less
heavily industrialized than the United States,
has, at least for the remainder of this century, an
overabundance of hydro-electric generating
capacity and natural gas reserves. Canadian
concerns are anxious, indeed developing solely,
to export power and natural gas to the United
States. Maine utilities and the state officials have
been aware of this relatively inexpensive energy
bonanza for several years but demonstrated little
interest. Indeed, during the 1980 nuclear
referendum, both the availability and practicality
of such energy sources were heavily down
played.
There is intense new interest however coming
from both private money and state agencies.
Governor Brennan has been elected to head the
New England Governor’s Council, a group
whose top priorities include the investigation of
long-term electrical capacity contracts offered by
Hydro-Quebec from the huge James Bay and
other developments. James Bay alone is rated at
a total potential of more than six Seabrook
projects.
Hydro-Quebec is presently contracted to
export power to Vermont, Massachusetts and
New York State at competitive prices.
In the private sector the liveliest interest
centers on Canadian natural gas lines which run
through the state of Maine for customers to the
south including Rhode Island. The first pipeline
to come into use will run across 230 miles of
Maine from Calais to West Lebanon terminating
in Burrillville, R.I. The line will carry a fuel
which has the following advantages:
(1) Currently cheaper per B.T.U. than either
oil or electricity. Cheaper still with gas driven
heat pump application.
(2) Rated safest and most environmentally
benign of all major power sources by the
American Medical Association, the Atomic
Industrial Forum, and the Canadian Inhaber
Report.
(3) Provides a clean, instant, controllable heat

GAS HEAT PUMPS
getting to know you is
part of our business
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Electrically driven heat pumps are good
business, but gas-fired heat pumps are coming on
strong says a new study from Frost and Sullivan,
Inc. of New York City. The report: The Market
fo r Energy: Efficient Heating and Cooling and
Associated Controls predicts that gas-fired heat
pumps which are now installed in less than 1% of
new homes will claim 21% of the market for new
home installation by the year 2,000.
Other predictions: Solar heated domestic hot
water systems up to more than 15 million from
an estimated 325,000 systems by the turn of the
century.
In tHe long term, says the market analysis,
photovoltaics will become the major energy
source.
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and chemical composition for a wide variety of
industrial applications.
Some observers speculated that interest was
held off until now in anticipation of the de
regulation of natural gas prices which will push
consumer costs nearer to that of oil and elec
tricity. Presently, for example, it costs ap
proximately five times as much to cook a meal
with electricity than with natural gas.
A legislative panel reports that cheaper natural
gas provides only 1 percent of Maine’s energy
compared to 9 percent in the region and 25
percent nationally.
A subcommittee of the Maine Public Utilities
Committee has asked the Legislature to work to
ensure that Maine gets a share of the Canadian
gas carried through the projected pipeline.
Maine is currently slated to get none.
The Legislature should also review, the panel
said, unused or developed franchises for natural
gas sales in Maine cancelling those which aren’t
being used.
Northern Utilities Co. which has a franchise
for all of Maine except the Bangor area has
expressed interest in the Bangor franchise,
although the P.U.C. panel said Northern
Utilities has not developed their franchise outside
of the Portland and Lewiston areas. Northern
Utilities is a subsidiary of Bay State Gas Co., of
Canton, Mass.
A statewide ad-hoc committee composed of a
who’s who in Maine, Big Business Development
has been formed to “ collect information” about
potential customers along the proposed pipeline.
The committee includes representatives of
several Chambers of Commerce, Industrial
Development Group, Planning Commissions,
larger industries, consulting and engineering
firms, state agencies and consultants. Topping a
list of the steering committee as it appeared in the
Maine Sunday Telegram is Alan R. Caron,
manager of marketing and sales for Northern
Utilities.

Thermal cement
Now it’s plastic in cement. Researchers at
Battelle Laboratory have found they are able to
suspend poly-foam beads in a Portland cement
mix by use of a copolymer wetting agent. The
result is a cement that is lighter in weight and
therefore a better insulator. The poly-cement is
adhesive and still very strong. Next, cement
booties that float?

INSULATING
SHADES: WORK!
George and Susan Blackman of Dover
Road in Boothbay practice what they preach
when it comes to saving energy. The
Blackmans expect to cut heat loss through
their windows this winter by up to 80 percent
with a product called Window Quilt® .
George Blackman, whose business, NRG
Efficiency on Route 27 in Boothbay, is a local
retail outlet for energy related products, says
that he felt that the best way to test any prod
uct was to install it in his own home.
The idea behind insulated window cover
ings is quite simple, Blackman explains.
Glass is an excellent conductor o f heat and
cold. If you sit or stand by a window on a cold
night, you can feel the chill. Not only is the
heat being drawn from the room, but your
own body heat is going right out the window
with it. By insulating the window, this heat
loss is greatly reduced.
Blackm an’s comments are strengthened by
experts who claim that up to 50 percent of a
building’s heat can be lost through windows.
It is estimated that up to 2 gallons o f oil are
lost for every square foot of window glass.
The problem is especially serious for large
buildings, but independent tests show that in
sulating windows can save up to 79 percent
of this lost heat.
Window Q uilts® are composed of five
layers of m aterial, including a sheet of re
flecting aluminized plastic covered by layers
of fluffy polyester fibers creating dead air
pockets.

Sm all energy business
assistance available
Technical Development Corp. (T.D.C.),
Boston has been awarded $116,000 by the Small
Business Administration to provide marketing
assistance and business planning to small
companies in the region involved in con
servation, renewable energy, and other energy
activities.
Assistance will be rendered through TDC’s
New England Energy Innovation Center. Want
to know more? Contact Mitch Rosenberg of
TDC (617) 523-7557.

Stackwall Houses
The Northern Housing Committee of
the University of Manitoba’s Faculty of
Engineering has published a definitive
step-by-step construction manual for the
stackwall process of house building.
Stackwall building incorporates twelve
to twenty-four inch pieces of log of
varying diameters which are stacked,
firewood style, between layers of
mortar.
This ninety page manual is well
illustrated and comprehensive, taking
the builder carefully through each step
of building a stackwall house.
There are also brief discussions of
water and waste disposal and heating
methods. An appendix includes tables
and charts for beam spans and snow
loads. Send a cheque for $12, payable to
the University of Manitoba.

Photo credit: Evelyn Beme

Solar reven ge or is it the future?
Nuclear facilities personnel are used to faceoffs with young people, the “ opposition,”
wearing “ solar power” T-shirts.
Candidate Ronald Reagan called demands for
solar support “ unrealistic.” As president he
proposed to cut solar research funds by twothirds and lean heavily on nuclear subsidy and
deployment.

Los Alamos designers the system will be able to
handle up to 38,000 gallons of wastewater each
month and is part of an overall “ upgrading” of
its waste treatment facilities.
The systems parabolic solar concentrators will
heat circulating oil to 55° F. The oil will then
heat a rotating cylinder the walls of which will be
mechanically spread with a film of radioactive
water. The resultant evaporated sludge will be
periodically removed for standard burial — kind
of ironic, isn’t it?

Interested in experim enting
with solar cells?

Now, no matter which side of the energy fence
you’re on, GET THIS. An installation to go on
line late in 1982 will USE SOLAR POWER TO
HELP PROCESS NUCLEAR WASTE. One of
the perennial headaches in dealing with nuclear
waste has been how to reduce the volume of
radioactive liquids for safer disposal. Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory in New Mexico is
presently building an $850,000 solar collector
system to provide process heat for evaporating
low level radioactive wastewater. According to

Photovoltaic Product Directory and Buyers
Guide has been published by the Department of
Energy listing off-the-shelf protovoltaics gear
and sources. The guide also contains background
information and applications of direct sun to
electricity conversion products and appliances
for boat, wilderness, home, farm, and factory. It
is packed with practical advice on building your
own systems and single copies are available free
while the supply lasts from:
Battelle Memorial
Institute, Technical
Information
Section,
Pacific
Northwest
Laboratory, P. O. Box 9999, Richland,
Washington 99352. Failing that a copy may be
purchased at $8.00 from National Technical
Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Road,
Springfield, Va. 22151.
The guide is numbered Document PNL388533 UC-63. It is authored by R.L. Watts,
S.A. Smith, and R.P. Mazzucchi.

Stackwall Construction
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The new woodburners: or next year we heat with wood!
It’s time for the annual winter do-it-yourself
column. My editor wanted something completely
new and different about the outdoors and, in
deed, there is something new in the woods these
days. The energy crunch is making a lot of new
outdoorsmen and perhaps a quick guide to
what’s going on is in order. Maine folks are
independent, the tourists call us contrary, but we
like to do things our own way. Many of us aren’t
so far removed from heating with wood that we
are entranced by the idea of going back to it.
After all, we’ve just recently discovered the joys
of heating with oil. There’s a new generation of
Mainers that seems to delight in cutting, hauling
and burning their own wood and they have
embraced the cast iron stove and the splitting
maul as the badges of the new society. I have
been watching these new woodburners with some
interest and I think I’ve almost figured it out.
The first thing you’ve got to have is a woodlot,
this very desirable possession is usually a wor
thless piece of land of undetermined, and
sometimes shrinking, acreage. The sole virtue of
this woodlot is that, among the boulders and
mud, there are some trees that can be cut down.
The typical woodlot sells for a thousand dollars
per acre more than it’s worth and is taxed at an
unreasonable rate. Other characteristics include
complete inaccessibility, a total lack of
development potential and the ability to grow
only ratty softwoods. The man who sells you this
prized piece of real estate claims that five acres
will keep an average house in firewood forever.
This is true if you don’t mind burning alders and
dried raspberry stems.
Now that you’ve got another mortgage you
will need something to cut the wood, another
little investment to start collecting a return on the
big investment. The chain saw is an awesome
tool, suited for severing all kinds of limbs, and
can be purchased for under three hundred
dollars. Then there’s the sharpening file, filing
guide, bar and chain oil, a gas can, etc. etc. . . .
another hundred or so.
And you sally forth on the great adventure to
learn about trees. First rule, they always fall the
wrong way and hang up on other trees. The
experienced woodsman will walk away from one
of these but the novice invariably tries to free it
by cutting another tree. If you’re lucky the
broken arm will mend in a couple of months, if
you aren’t . . . the life insurance might take care
of the bills.
After the first tree is down you can start
bucking it up into manageable chunks. In this
phase of woodsmanship you learn that the saw
will cut through a downed log with comparative
ease although you have to bear down a bit harder

to saw through the rocks. (Hint: stop cutting
when you see a lot of sparks.) New chains cost
about twenty dollars, you had better buy a
couple of spares. After a few backbreaking
weekends you will have a couple of cords
scattered about your woodlot. A cord is usually
defined as 128 cubic feet of stacked wood (if
you’re buying firewood this volume invariably
shrinks on delivery) and weighs well over a ton.

Hauling all this wood to the roadside will require
power and you should start looking for a used
farm tractor. The advent of the gentleman
farmer increased the selling price of used tractors
and the woodlot syndrome has taught us
something about depreciation. A farm tractor
that sold for eight hundred in 1948 now brings
over three times that price; if your bank will go
along with a second mortgage you mightjas well
buy a new one, it shouldn’t cost more than twice
as much as the woodlot. You will also need a
truck to haul the wood home. You might think
that you can avoid buying two pieces of
equipment by getting a Va ton four wheel drive
pickup. Nice thinking but it doesn’t work that
way, the modern four wheeler isn’t designed for
racking around over rough ground with a ton of
wood in the back. The guys who go that route
find that the fenders start falling off after a
couple of cords.
Your lawn is now sinking under the pile of
wood stacked there and you’ve still got to reduce
that into stove sized pieces. The splitting maul is
inexpensive, less than twenty bucks, but
replacement handles will get expensive, since you
will break an average of three per cord split. A
gas powered wood splitter is the usual remedy,
they don’t cost any more than a good
snowmobile and you can haul it home behind
your new pickup that you bought to haul the
wood. It’s only good for a few years since that’s
how long it will take you to cut off all the
splitting size logs. The second growth wood will

be small enough to fit into the stove and you can
get half of your investment back by selling the
splitter to some latecomer who has just pur
chased his own woodlot.
You’ve got to keep the wood out of the
weather to dry it, this is when you discover that
tossing the wood through the cellar window will
reduce you- nice concrete floor to powered
cement chunks. Or you can stack it in the back
yard where the first snowstorm will tear off the
plastic covering and sift through the stack to melt
and refreeze the whole pile into a solid block.
You can use the butt of the splitting maul to
hammer out the pieces of wood at your con
venience.
There are a few other potential inconveniences
that you might encounter. After you cut and
drag the wood to the roadwise there are always a
few who are willing to help you haul it away.
This form of shrinkage isn’t covered by your
homeowners policy and you’ll just have to grin
and bear it.
All this work is invigorating and it gives you a
measure of independence from the skyrocketing
fuel oil prices (if you don’t mind an occasional
chimney fire). Of course, it isn’t complete in
dependence; there’s fuel for the chain saw, the
tractor, the*truck and the wood splitter. But selfsufficiency is a great feeling once you’ve
achieved it. And wood is economical heat, if you
prorate the cost of your equipment, the mortgage
and taxes on the woodlot, and the value of your
labor (at 25 cents an hour) you will find that it
costs you slightly less than two thousand a year
to heat with wood. If you consider wood heat as
an economic alternative to oil heat you should
have no trouble convincing your wife that your
fishing trips are a bargain because of all the free
fish you get to eat.
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The Maine Statew ide Newsletter (INVERT) has
monthly news of progressive and social change
groups and events. Write for a free sample copy
to INVERT, RFD 1, Newport, Maine 04953 938-2219.
FREE KILN 24” x 24” interior. Norman electric
kiln model 167HD. Take it away. Call 729-0622.
Single horse sleigh - $55.00 H.O.M.E. Inc., Box
408, Orland, ME 04472, 469-7961
1965 Ford 1 Ton Dump Truck. Dual wheels,
good motor and tires. Needs body work $400.00 H.O.M.E. Inc., Box 408, Orland ME
04472 (207) 469-7961
Refrigerator, older G.E. Model, good working
condition. Available Jan. 15th. $75.00 or best
offer. Gregory V. Guckensburg, 54 Willow St.,
Bath, ME
1973 CADILLAC Coupe de Ville, 60,000 original
miles, very good condition. $2,000 or best offer.
633-4466
1970 VW Bug, good running condition. $600 or best
offer: As is. 633-4466
BRITISH ENFIELD .303 later model-accurized-brass
buttplate, some ammunition. $95. or swap for tools.
Revolver or shotgun. 882-7801
36’ NOVI hull. Will rebuild to owner’s spec. Pleasure
or commercial. H&H Boatworks, Maquoit Rd.,
Brunswick, Me. 725-5644

KITCHEN Cabinets worth at least $2,000 going for
$1,000. Am including for that price 1 counter top,
built in dishwasher, stainless steel sink and set of
faucets. 633-3582
ONE BLUE TICK HOUND $75., 3 r/ 2years old, needs
someone who has time. Also geese, $1.00 per pound
on the hoof. 443-3296
DATSUN 2000 Rebuilt engine and transmission.
Body good, needs time to Finish. If interested write
J.R Sandler, Box 199, Wiscasset ME 04578
MX BICYCLE - custom, Aluminum die cast rims.
Solid, in good condition. An excellent buy
Josh Russell, Round Pond, Me. 04564. 529-5393
TAMRON ZOOM lens, 80-250 Nikon Mount. Filter
and case. $175. Littleton, ME 532-7027
Shi-tzu, male - white w/brown spots, female brown and white $150 each. To good homes
only, Vet checked. Call 724-3517.
FARM - North Edgecomb. 100 acres more or less with
or without separate parcel 29 acres. Mostly wooded,
good garden space - fruit trees - brook, spring fed
water system. Price negotiable, will swap for coastal
value east of Camden. 882-7801, P. O. Box 76,
Edgecomb, Me. 04456

Old glass Christmas tree ornaments, Victorian
flatware. Telephone 872-7447.
TWO TRACTOR TIRES - size 11.4 x 38 and 12.4
x 28. Used and in good condition. Carroll E. Gray,
Boothbay Center, ME 04537. 633-3298.
USED UNI-saw. Also 14 inch bandsaw or larger.
882-7207 after 6 p.m.
BARN BEAMS. Willing to take down bam for ma
terial. Peter Arnold, Bus. Rt. 1, Damariscotta, ME
04543 563-5584
SMALL parlor coal stove. 236-2811.
USED HOUR METER for John Deere Model 50.
Carroll E. Gray, Boothbay, Me. 633-3298.
SOLID International Scout, 4 cyl. Need not be
pretty. 882-7801
WANTED: Refrigerator, cedar posts, sheep
shears, window 3’x4’ minimum. Call 864-5145.
ROTARY MOWER, tag-along type. Carroll E. Gray.
Boothbay Center, ME 633-3298

1975 GMC Pickup, 37,000 original miles, cap
included, 6 cyl., standard,- new tires, well
maintained $1,950.00. Call 864-5145.

W ANTED

SEMI-RETIRED
OR
RETIRED PERSONS

TEMPCOAL-Reg. $575, NOW $495. Garrison
coal, eg. $750, now $550. Narragansett Leathers,
Main St., Damariscotta; 563-5080____________
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Hand to heat
ro o m s?

FOR SALE, WANTED, SWAP, PERSONALS, AND MISCELLANEOUS
FREE 1st 3 0 WORDS OR LESS (non com m ercial) CLASSIFIED ADS
Classification ___________________________________________________________

Non-Com m ercial s e n d $ 2 .0 0 for up to 3Q Additional W ords
COMMERCIAL: ASK FOR OUR AD RATE SHEET

NEW ENERGY SAVING BOOSTER FANS
FOR ROOMS “HARD TO HEAT”
Use on heating and ventilating equipment
Fits 5”, 6”, and 8” ducts
Quiet, safe and dependable to 190°
Guaranteed for one year
5 '— 90CFM
$23.95
6 '— 140CFM
$27.95
8 '— 310CFM
$37.95
Speed control switch $10.95
Thermostat (on 80°, off 75°) $7.50
includes tax and shipping

1 Southlite

R ESO U R C ES & BU ILD ER S

20 PARK ST LEWISTON. MAINE 04240
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"to better quality feed!
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We carry
the full line of livestock, dog and cat feed.
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The Silver Time Machine

Damariscotta

Feb.

Top, L-R, Edward R. Castner, John Hall. Botton, L-R,
William S. Flint, Martin Dodge, John L. Clifford.

Ivan Flye Collection, Newcastle
5x7 prints - $1.50

Why stay cooped up with dull reading?

Jain the flock!
Scratch up a (poultry) $5.00 for a peck of entertainment
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The Maine Folkpaper, P.O. Box 76, Edgecomb, ME 04556
I’ll take a subscription:

I’ll get a gift subscription too. Send them a gift card

Name_____________

Name__________________________________

Address

Address ±_

C ity___
12 issues for $5.00

.State

Zip
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GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR PERSON ON FIXED INCOME AT THE REDUCED PRICE OF $4.50

